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TECHNOLOGY TRANSACTIONS

OVERVIEW

All businesses have digital and technology strategies, irrespective of sector or geography. Bryan

Cave Leighton Paisner has a fully integrated, global team that lives and breathes the full range of

transactions that affect our clients’ digital and technology transactions, supporting them on their

most complex and strategic cross-border projects. We take a resolutely business-oriented and

outcomes-based approach. We tell our clients what is market to achieve a more efficient process.

We also add value by spotting the critical and risk issues that impact the bottom line, which means

we are constantly concentrated on our clients’ strategic goals.

At BCLP, we deploy the right lawyers for the relevant technology subsector that is key to the client’s

needs, from fintech and payment solutions to AI and other advanced technologies; from digital

media to mobile communications, across all service lines in our global firm. See the related

subsector pages for greater detail on our experience in these areas.

We represent clients from investors (VCs, corporates and PE) and technology businesses

(from startups and high-growth to mature companies) to enterprise users (including corporates and

financial services institutions procuring or investing in technology) advising on all aspects of their

transactional activity or disputes.  

Our clients operate across all sectors of the global economy, spanning financial services including

payments, telecommunications, media and advertising, real estate, energy and infrastructure, retail,

hospitality, sports and health care.

AdTech

PropTech

Software, Cloud Subscription & Systems Integration

Digital Transformation & Emerging Technology

Software Audits

AREAS OF FOCUS
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RELATED INSIGHTS

Insights

May 09, 2023

The Digital Markets, Competition and Consumer Bill: Taking a closer look at the impact

on subscription contracts

Insights

May 02, 2023

The UK Government’s Digital Markets, Competition and Consumers Bill is published

On 25 April 2023, the UK Government published the long-awaited Digital Markets, Competition and Consumers Bill

(the “Bill”). The legislative framework that will be provided for the Digital Markets Unit (“DMU”) is arguably the

most eye-catching feature of the Bill. However, it also contains hugely important changes to competition and

consumer law that will have far-reaching impacts across the UK economy. This short article provides an overview

of the key points arising from the Bill in its current form.

Insights

Jan 17, 2023

In the spotlight: Statutory Implied Conditions, Exclusions and Questions of

Reasonableness

Insights

Oct 07, 2022

Lexology Getting the Deal Through - Cloud Computing 2023

Where does the cloud market find itself in mid-2022? With most businesses relying on some form of cloud-enabled

service or use of cloud-based computing resources, and cloud technology supporting permanent patterns of
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remote working, learning, gaming, streaming and purchasing, the BCLP team has examined key trends for cloud

computing over the past year, as well as what’s on the horizon for the sector in 2023.

Insights

Jul 26, 2022

BCLP Partners Author Chapter in ‘ICLG – Technology Sourcing’ on Technology Sourcing

Laws & Regulations

Insights

Jun 22, 2022

Lawyers contribute legal insight to UK autonomous vehicles report

Insights

May 17, 2022

BCLP Partners Author Chapter in ‘Global Legal Insights’ on AI Trends

Insights

May 11, 2022

Levelling up the UK’s Russian sanctions regime—the new internet sanctions

On 27 April 2022, the Russia (Sanctions) (EU Exit) (Amendment) (No 9) Regulations 2022, SI 2022/477 (the

‘Regulations’) were laid before Parliament and came into force two days later. The regime created under the

statutory instrument, which targets internet services, is the first of its kind and underlines the novel nature of the

UK’s response to the fast moving events taking place on the world stage.

News

Apr 07, 2022

BCLP advises FARFETCH Limited on investment in Neiman Marcus Group

BCLP advised FARFETCH Limited (NYSE:FTCH), the leading global platform for the luxury fashion industry, on its

investment in Neiman Marcus Group (NMG) the parent of brands including Neiman Marcus and Bergdorf

Goodman, as part of a broader, global strategic partnership.


